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Introduction 

 
There is a big movement in the industry towards Consolidation, Grid and Cloud Computing.  At the core of 
all this is centralized-clustered storage which requires a centralized file store, such as a filesystem.   
 
Oracle released a proprietary cluster filesystem called Automatic Storage Management (ASM) starting in 
Oracle Database 10g Release 1.  Those exposed to ASM, knew it was truly a revolutionary storage 
container for database files.   
 
In Oracle Grid Infrastructure 11g Release 2, Oracle extends the capability of ASM by introducing the ASM 
Cluster Filesystem, or ACFS.  ACFS is feature-rich, scalable, POSIX-compliant filesystem that is built 
from the traditional ASM disk groups. ACFS is built on top of the standard vnode/VFS filesystem interface 
ubiquitous in the Unix/Linux world, thus ACFS uses standard file related system calls like other 
filesystems in the market.   However, most filesystems on the market are platform specific; this is 
especially true of cluster filesystems.  ACFS is a multi-platform filesystem that runs on any platform that 
currently runs ASM.   
 
This document discusses ACFS and the underlying architecture.  It is assumed that the reader has some 
familiarity with ASM and has read the ASM Technical Overview and Best Practices paper.   
Also, this document mainly covers the deployment of ACFS in a Linux environment.  For Windows 
configurations please see the Oracle Storage Administrator’s Guide for the appropriate commands. 
 
 
With advent of ACFS, Oracle ASM 11g Release 2 has capability to the manage all data, including Oracle 
database files, Oracle Clusterware files and non-structured, general-purpose data such as log files and text 
files.  ASM simplifies, automates and reduces cost and overhead by providing a unified and integrated 
solution stack for all file management needs eliminating the need for 3rd party volume managers, file 
systems and clusterware platforms. 
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ASM Cluster Filesystem Overview 

 
In Oracle Grid Infrastructure 11g Release 2, Oracle extends the capability of ASM by introducing the ASM 
Cluster Filesystem, or ACFS. In addition to ACFS, Oracle also introduces ASM Dynamic Volume 
Manager (ADVM) to provide scaleable volume management capabilities to support ACFS. Despite its 
name, ACFS can be utilized as a local filesystem as well as a cluster filesystem. ACFS is a fully-POSIX 
compliant filesystem, and can be accessed through native OS filesystem tools and APIs.  Additionally, 
ACFS can also be exported and accessed by remote clients via standard NAS File Access Protocols such as 
NFS and CIFS. 
 
ACFS provides shared, cluster-wide access to various file types, including database binaries, trace files, 
Oracle BFILEs, user application data and reports, and other non-database application data.  Storing these 
file-types in ACFS inherently provides consistent global namespace support.  Global namespace support is 
the key to enabling uniform, cluster-wide file access and file path-ing of all filesystem data. In the past, to 
get consistent namespace across cluster nodes meant implementing third party cluster file system solutions 
or NFS.   
 
ACFS provides benefits in three key areas: 
 

• Performance.  ACFS is an extent-based clustered filesystem that provides metadata caching and 
fast directory lookups enabling fast file access. Since ACFS leverages ASM functionality in the 
back-end, it inherits a wide breadth of feature-functionality already provided by ASM, such as 
maximized performance via ASM’s even extent distribution across all disks in the disk group. 

 

• Manageability.  A key aspect of any filesystem container is that it needs to be able to grow as the 
data requirements change and this needs to be performed with minimized downtime.  ACFS 
provides the capability to resize the filesystem while the filesystem is online and active.  In 
addition, ACFS supports other storage management services, such as filesystem snapshots.  ACFS 
(as well as its underlying volumes) can be easily managed using various command line interfaces 
or graphical tools such as ASM Configuration Assistant (ASMCA) or Oracle Enterprise Manager 
(EM).  This wide variety of tools and utilities allows ACFS to be easily managed and caters to 
both system administrators and DBAs.  

 

• Availability.  ACFS, via journaling and checksums, provides the capability to quickly recover 
from filesystem outages and inconsistencies.  ACFS also leverages ASM mirroring for improved 
storage reliability.  Additionally, since ACFS is tightly integrated with Oracle Clusterware, all 
cluster node membership and group membership services are inherently leveraged. 
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ACFS Configuration and Deployment 

Generally space, volume, and filesystem management is performed with a typical workflow process.  The 
following describes how a traditional filesystem is created: 
 

• The SAN administrator carves out the LUNs based on performance and availability criteria.  
These LUNs are zoned and presented to the OS as disk devices. 

 

• The system administrator encapsulates these disks into a storage pool or volume group. From this 
pool, logical volumes are created.  Then finally filesystems are created over the logical volumes. 

 
So how does this change in the context of ACFS-ADVM-ASM?  Not much. The following is the process 
flow for deploying ACFS-ADVM-ASM: 
 

• The SAN administrator carves out LUNs based on the defined application performance and 
availability SLA and using the ASM Best Practices, which state that all disks in an ASM disk 
group should be of same size and have similar performance characteristics.  This best practice and 
guideline makes LUN management and provisioning easier to build.  Please see the ASM Best 
Practices paper on configuring ASM.  Finally the provisioned LUNs are zoned and presented to 
the OS as disk devices. 

 

• The system administrator or DBA creates or expands an ASM disk group using these disks. From 
this disk group, ASM (logical) volumes are created.  Then finally filesystems are created over 
these volume devices. 

 
Note that although Oracle Grid Infrastructure 11g Release 2 supports RH/EL 4 and 5, ACFS/ADVM 
requires RH/EL 5.x.   The reason for this is covered in section ACFS – ADVM Drivers.  
 
See the Roles and Responsibilities of managing ACFS/ADVM section for managing the ACFS 
infrastructure.    

Configuring environment for ACFS 

In this next section, we will discuss the ACFS and ADVM concepts as well as cover the workflow in 
building the ACFS infrastructure. 
 
Note that there are several ways to configure/manage ASM and ACFS.  This paper will primarily illustrate 
ASMCMD and ASMCA.  Note, that every ASMCMD command shown in this paper can also be performed 
in ASMCA, Enterprise Manager or in Sql*Plus.  However, ASMCA, Enterprise Manager or ASMCMD are 
the recommended methods for administrators managing ASM-ACFS. 
 
The first task in setting up ACFS is to ensure the underlying disk group is created and mounted.   As part of 
the ASM best practices we recommend to have two ASM disk groups: 
 

• DATAOH disk group contains  
o Database files (Database files must be stored directly in ASM and not on ACFS) 
o Oracle Clusterware files (OCR/Vote files) 
o ASM Spfile 
o ADVM volumes/ACFS filesystems for database related data or general-purpose use (as 

illustrated above in the Use Case Scenarios).   
It is recommended that a single disk group be used to store all Oracle binary files and 
associated database data (BFILEs, ETL data, etc).  
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• FRA disk group 
o This disk group will be used to store database recovery related files; such as archived log 

files, backups, dumpsets, flashback logs, etc.  
o Additionally, database ORACLE_HOME backups (possibly zipped backups), can stored 

in a filesystem carved from the FRA disk group. 
 
When the Storage Administrator presents the disks to the OS, the ASM administrator must ensure that the 
disks to be managed by ASM are owned by the appropriate user.  Once this is done, the ASM disk group 
can be created using the following1: 
 
sql> create diskgroup dataoh external redundancy disks 
‘/dev/mapper/mpath[1-9]p1’ set attribute ‘compatible.asm’=’11.2’,  

‘compatible.advm’=’11.2’; 
 
Or 
To create a disk group using ASMCMD, create a XML configuration, called file diskgroup_create.xml for 
example, using either of the following two sample xml files.  These sample files can be stored (on your 
local server) and be used as a mkdg template.   
 
External redundancy template 
<dg name="dataoh" redundancy="external"> 
    <dsk string="/dev/mapper/mpath[1-9]p1" /> 
    <a name="compatible.asm" value="11.2"/> 
    <a name="compatible.rdbms" value="11.1"/> 
    <a name="compatible.advm" value="11.2"/> 
 </dg> 

 
Normal Redundancy Template 
<dg name="dataoh" redundancy="normal"> 
<fg name="fg1"> 

<dsk string="/dev/map/mpath2p1" /> 
<dsk string="/dev/map/mpath4p1" /> 

</fg> 
<fg name="fg2"> 

<dsk string="/dev/map/mpath3p1" /> 
<dsk string="/dev/map/mpath5p1" /> 

</fg> 
<a name="compatible.asm" value="11.2"/> 
<a name="compatible.rdbms" value="11.1"/> 
<a name="compatible.advm" value="11.2"/> 
</dg> 
 

 

Note, that compatible.asm and compatible.advm must be minimally set to 11.2.0.0 if this disk group is 
planned to hold ADVM Dynamic volume.  The compatible.rdbms can be set to any valid value. 

 
Once the XML configuration file is setup and edited with appropriate settings, create the disk group by 
executing the asmcmd mkdg command and specifying the XML file. 
 
asmcmd> mkdg diskgroup_create.xml 
 

At this point, a disk group container, that will be used to house the ASM Dynamic volumes and 
filesystems, is created. 

                                                 
1 Note that in Oracle Grid Infrastructure 11g Release 2, ASM is part of the Grid Infrastructure stack and 
thus the ORACLE_HOME environment variable needs to be set to Grid Infrastructure home. 
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ADVM Overview 

Most filesystems are created from an OS disk device. This source OS device is generally a logical volume 
device, created by a logical volume manager (LVM). For example a Linux ext3 filesystem is generally 
created over a Linux LVM2 device with an underlying logical volume driver (LVD). ACFS is similar in 
this regard; however, that ACFS is created over an ADVM volume device file and all volume IO is 
processed through the ADVM driver.    
 
In Oracle ASM 11g Release 2, ASM introduces a new file type called asmvol that is used in creating 
ADVM Dynamic volumes.  These volumes are similar to other ASM file types (such as archive logs, 
database datafiles, etc.), in that, once they are created, their extents are evenly distributed across all disks in 
the specified disk group.  An ASM Dynamic volume file must be wholly contained in a single disk group, 
but there can be many volume files in one disk group. 

Creating ASM Dynamic Volumes 

This section will cover how to create an ASM Dynamic volume, which will subsequently be used to create 
an ACFS filesystem.   Note, that these steps are not needed if deploying CRS Managed ACFS filesystem, 
as it is implicitly performed in the background.   The ACFS Deployment section covers CRS Managed 
ACFS filesystem 
 
To create a volume in the previously created disk group, use the following2: 
 
asmcmd> volcreate –G dataoh etldata 25G 
 
This will create an ASM Dynamic volume file that is 25GB.  All the extents of this Volume file are 
distributed across all disks in the DATAOH disk group  

 
Once the ASM Dynamic volume file is created inside ASM, an ADVM volume device (OS device node) 
will be automatically built in the /dev/asm directory3.   
 

For clarity we refer to the logical volume inside ASM as the ASM Dynamic volume, and the OS device in 
/dev/asm as the ADVM volume device.  There is a direct one for one mapping between an ASM Dynamic 

volume and its associated ADVM volume device. 

 
[grid@node1]$ ls -l /dev/asm/ 
brwxrwx--- 1 root dba 252, 58881 Feb  3 08:35 etldata-173 
 
Notice, that the volume name is included as part of the ADVM volume device name4.  It is recommended 
to provide a meaningful name such that it is easily identifiable from the OS device.   
 
The ADVM Volume Device file names are cluster-wide unique and persistent across all cluster nodes.  The 
ADVM Volume Devices are created when the ASM instance is active with the required disk group 
mounted and Dynamic Volumes enabled. 
 
Note that, before the first volume in an ASM disk group is created, it is required that any dismounted disk 
groups be mounted across all ASM instances in the cluster.  This is needed to ensure uniqueness of all 
volume devices names. The ADVM driver cannot verify that all disk groups are mounted; this must be 
ensured by the ASM administrator before adding the first volume in a disk group. 
 
 

                                                 
2 The Volume name is limited to 11 characters 
3 On Linux, Udev must be enabled for this device node to be generated. 
4 The three digit (suffix) number is the ADVM persistent cluster-wide disk group number. 
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ADVM Management 

Generally it is not necessary to perform ADVM management; however, there maybe rare incidents where 
volumes may need to manually disabled or dropped.  The /sbin/advmutil or ASMCMD commands should 
be used for these tasks.  For details on command usages and various command options please review the 
Oracle Storage Administrator’s Guide.  

 
The get volume information using the advmutil volinfo command: 
 
[Grid@node1]$ /sbin/advmutil volinfo /dev/asm/etldata-173 
Interface Version: 1 
Size (MB): 4096 
Resize Increment (MB): 256 
Redundancy: mirror 
Stripe Columns: 4 
Stripe Width (KB): 128 
Disk Group: DATAOH 
Volume: ETLDATA 
 
The same information can be displayed by the asmcmd volinfo command; however, the asmcmd uses the 
ASM Dynamic volume name, whereas the advmutil uses the ADVM volume device name. 
 
[grid@node1]$ asmcmd volinfo -G dataoh etldata 
Diskgroup Name: OHDG1 
 
         Volume Name: ETLDATA 
         Volume Device: /dev/asm/etldata-173 
         State: ENABLED 
         Size (MB): 4096 
         Resize Unit (MB): 256 
         Redundancy: MIRROR 
         Stripe Columns: 4 
         Stripe Width (K): 128 
         Usage: ACFS 
         Mountpath: /u01/app/acfsdata/etl_data 
 
Do not use the advmutil tune command without the consent or oversight of Oracle Support.  Using this 
command may adversely affect performance. 
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To enable or disable the ASM Dynamic volumes, you can use ASMCMD or Sql*Plus  
Enable volume: 
 
[grid@node1]$ asmcmd volenable –G dataoh etl_data 
 
Disable volume:  
 
[grid@node1]asmcmd voldisable –G dataoh etl_data 

 
The disable command only disables the volume and removes the ADVM volume device node entry from 
the OS; it does not delete the ASM Dynamic volumes or reclaim space from the ASM disk group.  To 

delete (drop) the ASM Dynamic volume, use the drop command. Note, you cannot delete or disable a 
volume or filesystem that is currently in use. 
 
Drop volume  
 
asmcmd voldelete –G dataoh etl_data 

 

ACFS Deployment 

There are two types of ACFS filesystems:  CRS Managed ACFS and General Purpose ACFS. CRS 
Managed ACFS filesystems have associated Oracle Clusterware resources and generally have defined 
interdependencies with other Oracle Clusterware resources; e.g., database, ASM disk group, etc.  CRS 
Managed ACFS is specifically beneficial for shared ORACLE_HOME filesystems.  General Purpose 
ACFS are general-purpose filesystems that are completely transparent to Oracle Clusterware and its 
resources.  There are no structural differences between the CRS Managed ACFS and General Purpose 
ACFS filesystem. The differences are strictly around Oracle Clusterware integration. This is covered in 
more detail in the ACFS Clusterware Integration section.  Once an ACFS filesystem is created, all standard 
Linux/Unix filesystem commands can be used; e.g., df, tar, cp, rm commands. 
 

It is not supported to store any files that can be natively stored in ASM; i.e., it is not supported to store 
Oracle Database files (controlfiles, datafiles, archived logs, online redo logs, etc) in ACFS.   Also, the Grid 

Infrastructure Home cannot be installed in ACFS, it must be installed in a separate filesystem; e.g.; ext3.    
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Use Case Scenarios for ACFS 

 
The following are considerations when deploying Oracle database binaries in ACFS: 
 

• If users are currently using (or want to implement) a shared ORACLE_HOME configuration, such 
that all cluster nodes will share a given filesystem, then it is recommended to create CRS Managed 
ACFS filesystem for this storage.     

 

• If shared ORACLE_HOME configuration is not desired, then it is recommended to create a 
General Purpose ACFS filesystem for this storage.  A General Purpose ACFS filesystem is created 
as a node-local ADVM volume/ACFS filesystem.   The ACFS Creation section covers General 
Purpose ACFS filesystem creation in more details. 
 

Regardless of which method is used to create the filesystem, it is recommended that ACFS filesystems 
that are used to house your database ORACLE_HOME have an OFA compliant directory structure; 
e.g., $ORACLE_BASE/product/11.2/dbhomex, where x represents the database home.   

 
Please review the following paper on pros/cons on Shared Oracle Database Home in RAC 
configurations http://www.oracle.com/technology/products/database/clustering/pdf/oh_rac.pdf 

 
The following are use case scenarios for General Purpose ACFS filesystem:   
 

• Automatic Diagnostic Repository (ADR).  A filesystem for diagnostics logging area.  Having a 
distinct filesystem for diagnostic logs provides a more easily managed container rather than 
placing this within ORACLE_BASE or ORACLE_HOME locations 

 

• External database data.  This includes Oracle external file types, such as BFILEs or ETL 
data/external tables.  

 

• Database exports.  Create a filesystem for storing the old database exports as well as Datapump 
exports.  

 

• Utility logfile repository.  For customers that want a common logfile repository for utilities such 
as RMAN, Sql*Loader or Datapump, an ACFS filesystem can be created to store these logfiles. 

 

• Directory for UTL_FILE_DIR and Extproc.  In a RAC environment, a shared filesystem plays an 
important role for customers that use UTL_FILE_DIR (PL/SQL file I/O), shared file repository 
for CREATE DIRECTORY locations and External Procedures via Extproc calls.   

 

• Middle-tier shared filesystem for Oracle Applications.  For example, E-Business Suite as well as 
Siebel Server has a shared file system requirement for logs, shared documents, reports output, etc.    

o Export the ACFS filesystem as a NFS filesystem and NFS mount on the middle-tier 
nodes  
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Creating ACFS Filesystems 

In this section CRS Managed ACFS and General Purpose ACFS filesystem creation is described.   

Creating General Purpose ACFS filesystem 

 
In this example, a two node-local Oracle home filesystems will be created, one on each RAC node. To 
create General Purpose ACFS filesystem, an ADVM volume must be created first. Note, that root access is 
not required to create an ACFS filesystem, but mounting and creating the CRS resource will require root 
access.    

 

• Create the volume on each node: 
 
[oracle@node1]$ asmcmd volcreate –G dataoh ohvol1 –s 6G 
 
[oracle@node2]$ asmcmd volcreate –G dataoh ohvol2 –s 6G 
 

• Once the ASM Dynamic volume are created and enabled5, the filesystem can be created over the 
ADVM volume device. Create the filesystem: 

 
[oracle@node1]$/sbin/mkfs.acfs /dev/asm/ohvol1-115 
 
[oracle@node2]$/sbin/mkfs.acfs /dev/asm/ohvol2-115 
 

• Mount the filesystem: 
 
[root@node1]# mount /dev/asm/ohvol1-115 /u01/app/11.2.0/db 
 
[root@node2]# mount /dev/asm/ohvol2-115 /u01/app/11.2.0/db 

   
 
Note, that since these filesystems will be used to store the 11gR2 Database Oracle Home, they will need to 
have CRS resources against them.   The following illustrates how to create these resources6 
 
[root@node1]# srvctl add filesystem -d /dev/asm/ohvol1-115 \ 
 -m  /u01/app/11.2.0/db  -v ohvol1  -g dataoh –u grid 
 
[root@node2]# srvctl add filesystem -d /dev/asm/ohvol2-115 \ 
 -m  /u01/app/11.2.0/db  -v ohvol2  -g dataoh –u grid 

 

                                                 
5 When a volume is created it is automatically enabled. 
6 You cannot have ACFS registry entries and CRS resources defined for the same filesystem. 
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The following screenshot illustrates that the above volume/filesystem can also be performed in ASMCA 
using “Create filesystem” tab.  This can also be performed using Enterprise Manager. 
 

.  

 

ACFS Mount Registry 

 
An ACFS Mount Registry is used to provide a persistent entry for each General Purpose ACFS filesystem 
that needs to be mounted after a reboot.  This ACFS Mount Registry is very similar to the /etc/fstab on 
Linux.   However, in cluster configurations, filesystems registered in the ACFS Mount Registry are 
automatically mounted globally, similar to a cluster-wide mount table.  This is the added benefit Oracle 
ACFS Mount Registry has over Unix fstab.  The ACFS Mount Registry can be probed, using the acfsutil 
command, to obtain filesystem, mount, and file information.   
 
When a General Purpose ACFS filesystem is created, it should be registered with the ACFS Mount 
Registry to ensure that the filesystem gets mounted on cluster/node startup.   
 

Do not create ACFS Mount Registry entries for CRS Managed ACFS Filesystems. 

 
Driving off the previous example where we created two ASM Dynamic volumes and two corresponding 
filesystems for a two-node RAC cluster, we will now register those filesystems in the ACFS Mount 
Registry on their respective nodes so they can be mounted on node startup. When ACFS is in a Cluster 
configuration, the acfsutil registry command can be run from any node in the cluster.     
 
# /sbin/acfsutil registry -a -f -n node1 /dev/asm/ohvol1-115 \  
/u01/app/11.2.0/db3 
 
# /sbin/acfsutil registry -a -f -n node2 /dev/asm/ohvol2-115 \  
/u01/app/11.2.0/db3 
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The following shows some examples of the acfsutil registry command.  Note, the acfsutil command can be 
run using either root or oracle user.   To check the ACFS Mount Registry perform the following 
 
[grid@node1]$ /sbin/acfsutil registry 
Mount Object: 
  Device: /dev/asm/ohvol1-115 
  Mount Point: /u01/app/11.2.0/db3 
  Disk Group: DATAOH 
  Volume: OHVOL1 
  Options: none 
  Nodes: node1 
Mount Object: 
  Device: /dev/asm/ohvol2-115 
  Mount Point: /u01/app/11.2.0/db3 
  Disk Group: DATAOH 
  Volume: OHVOL2 
  Options: none 
  Nodes: node2 
 
To get more detailed information on a currently mounted filesystem, use the acfsutil info fs command. 
 
[grid@node1]$ /sbin/acfsutil info fs /u01/app/11.2.0/db3 
    ACFS Version: 11.2.0.0.2.0 
    flags:        MountPoint,Available 
    mount time:   Mon Mar  2 19:19:19 2009 

    volumes:      1 
    total size:   4294967296 
    total free:   317132800 
    primary volume: /dev/asm/ohvol1-115 
        label:                  
        flags:                 Primary,Available,ADVM 
        on-disk version:       38.0 
        allocation unit:       4096 
        major, minor:          252, 88577 
        size:                  4294967296 
        free:                  317132800 
        ADVM diskgroup         DATAOH 
        ADVM resize increment: 268435456 
        ADVM redundancy:       2 
        ADVM stripe columns:   4 
        ADVM stripe width:     131072 
    number of snapshots:  0 
    snapshot space usage: 0 
 
 
Please see the Oracle Storage Administrators Guide for additional useful acfsutil registry commands. 

 

CRS Managed ACFS filesystems 

The following illustrations show how to create a CRS Managed ACFS Filesystem.  ASMCA is the 
recommended method to create a CRS Managed ACFS filesystem.  ASMCA creates the volume, 
filesystem, and establishes the required Oracle Clusterware resources.   
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Figure 3 displays the ASMCA screen used to launch the Create the CRS Managed ACFS filesystem 
wizard.  Using “right-click” from the Create Diskgroup task on a specific disk group, select “Create ACFS 
for Database Home” option. 

 
 

Figure 4 displays the “Create ACFS for Database Home” screen, which will prompt for the 
volume name, filesystem mount point, and filesystem owner.  The ADVM volume device name is 
taken from volume name, which is specified during volume creation. 
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Figure 5 displays the action “Run ACFS Script” window.   

 

 
 

 
This script, which needs to run as root, is used to add the necessary Oracle Clusterware resources  
for the filesystem as well mount the filesystem.  The script contains the following: 
 

[grid@rst-2850-05 scripts]$ cat acfs_script.sh  
#!/bin/sh 
 
/u01/app/11.2.0/grid/bin/srvctl add filesystem -d /dev/asm/dataoh_db2-

32 -g DATAOH -v dataoh_db1 -m /u01/app/11.2.0/db3 -u oracle 
if [ $? = "0" -o $? = "2" ]; then 
   /u01/app/11.2.0/grid/bin/srvctl start filesystem -d 

/dev/asm/dataoh_db1-32 
   if [ $? = "0" ]; then 
      chown oracle:oinstall /u01/app/11.2.0/db3 
      chmod 775 /u01/app/11.2.0/db3 
      exit 0 
   fi 
fi 

 
Once this script is run, the filesystem will be mounted on all nodes of the cluster. 
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ACFS Filesystem Resize 

An ACFS filesystem can be dynamically grown and shrunk while the filesystem is online and with no 
impact to the user.   The ACFS filesystem size and attributes are managed using the /sbin/acfsutil 
command7.  The ACFS extend and shrink operations are performed at the filesystem layer, which implicitly 
grows the underlying ADVM volume in multiples of the volume allocation unit. 
 
The following example shows the acfsutil resize command8: 
 
[grid@node1]$ /acfsutil size +200G -d /dev/asm/ohvol1-115  
/u01/oracle/acfs-test-area/ 
 
acfsutil size: new file system size: 322122547200 (307200MB) 

 

Un-mounting filesystems 

Un-mounting filesystems involves a typical OS umount command.  Before unmounting the filesystem, 
ensure that it is not in use.  This may involve stopping dependent databases, jobs , etc.  In-use filesystems 
cannot be unmounted. There are various methods to show open file references of a filesystem. 
 

� The Linux/Unix lsof command - Will show open file descriptors for the filesystem 
� ASMCMD lsof - Lists open files in an ASM instance by database or disk group. 

� Unix/Linux fuser command - Displays the PIDs of processes using the specified filesystems. 
 
Any users or processes listed should be logged off or killed (kill –9). 
 

This next section lists the steps required to un-mount an ACFS filesystem.  The steps to un-mount CRS 
Managed ACFS and General Purpose ACFS filesystem slightly differ.   

 

• Un-mount General Purpose ACFS filesystem: 
 

o Umount the filesystem.  This needs to be run on all nodes where it is currently mounted. 
 

umount /u01/app/11.2.0/db3 
 

• Un-mount CRS Managed ACFS: 
Since CRS Managed ACFS filesystems have associated CRS resources, the following needs to be 
performed to stop the Oracle Clusterware resource and unmount the filesystem: 
 

o Stop the Oracle Clusterware filesystem resource.  This command will also un-mount the 
filesystem.  In this example we only un-mounted on node1, a similar command can be 
run for node29. 

 
srvctl stop filesystem -d /dev/asm/dataoh_db2-32 -n node1 

 
o Verify the filesystem resource is un-mounted 

 
srvctl status filesystem -d /dev/asm/dataoh_db2-32 

                                                 
7 Low-level filesystem utilities such as dumpe2fs and tunefs will not work against ACFS filesystems.  
Please use ACFS specific tools, such as the /sbin/acfsutil, tunefs.acfs, etc. instead. 
8 Note that the speed of the filesystem creation and resize is driven by the throughput of the underlying 
ASM raw device 
9 If srvctl stop does not include a node or node list, then it will be un-mounted on all nodes. 
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ACFS file system is not running 
 

As stated above, it is highly recommended to un-mount any ACFS filesystems first before ASM instance is 
shutdown.  A forced shutdown or failure of ASM instance with a mounted ACFS filesystem will result in 
I/O failures and dangling file handles; i.e., the ACFS filesystem user data and metadata that was written at 
the time of the termination may not be flushed to storage before ASM storage is fenced off.  Thus a forced 
shutdown of ASM will result in the ACFS filesystem with an offline error state.  In the event that a file 

system enters into an offline error state, the ACFS Mount Registry action routines attempt to recover the 
file system and return it to an on-line state by un-mounting and re-mounting the filesystem 

 

Delete filesystems 

Similar to un-mounting ACFS filesystems, the steps to delete an ACFS filesystem slightly differ between 
CRS Managed ACFS and General Purpose ACFS. 
 

• To umount and delete a General Purpose ACFS filesystems execute the following.  This needs to 
be run on all nodes where it is currently mounted: 

 

• umount /u01/app/11.2.0/db3 
 

• asmcmd voldelete -G ohdg ohdg_vol1 
 

• Delete the acfsutil registry entry for the filesystem: 

 
acfsutil registry –d /u01/app/11.2.0/db3 

 
 

• CRS Managed ACFS filesystems have Oracle Clusterware resources that need to be removed.  To 
do this, execute the following: 

 
o This unmounts the filesystem and stops the Oracle Clusterware resources10.    Although 

this command can be executed from any node in the cluster, it will have to be re-run for 
each node.  

 
srvctl stop filesystem -d /dev/asm/dataoh_db2-32 -n node1 
 
Repeat for each node 

 

o Verify the filesystem resource is un-mounted 
 
srvctl status filesystem -d /dev/asm/dataoh_db2-32 
ACFS file system is not running 

 
o Once this filesystem is stopped and un-mounted on all nodes where it was started, the 

Clusterware resource definitions need to be removed (this should only be run once from 
any node) and then the volume can be deleted 

 

• srvctl remove filesystem –d /dev/asm/dataoh_db2-32 
 

• asmcmd voldelete -G ohdg ohdg_vol2 

                                                 
10 The format for stop filesystem is: srvctl stop filesystem -d <device name> -n <nodelist where fs is 
mounted> 
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ACFS Snapshots 

ACFS provides snapshotting capability for the respective filesystem.  This snapshot uses the First Copy-on-
Write (FCOW) methodology to enable a consistent, version-based, online view of the source filesystem.  
Snapshots are immutable views of the source file system as it appeared at a specific point in time.  
Snapshots are initially a sparse filesystem, as the source filesystem files change, the before-image extent of 
that file is copied into the snapshot directory.  The before-image granularity is an ACFS extent, thus if any 
byte in an extent is modified, the extent is COW’ed and any subsequent changes in that extent requires no 
action for the snap.      
 
When snapshots are created they are automatically available under the snapped filesystem as a hidden sub-
directory inside the source filesystem called .ACFS.  Thus no separate mount operation is needed and no 
separate file store needs to be maintained for the snapshots.  The following example shows how to create 
ACFS snapshots.  In this example a snapshot of the database ORACLE_HOME is created. 
 
# /sbin/acfsutil snap create oh_db_snap /u01/app/11.2.0/db3 
acfsutil snap create: Snapshot operation is complete. 
 
[root@node1] /u01/app/11.2.0/db3/.ACFS/snaps]# ls –l 
 
drwxrwxr-x 69 oracle oinstall 8192 Jan  5 00:23 oh_db_snap 
 
The following acfsutil command can be used to obtain information about ACFS snapshots and the 
fileystem: 
 
[root@node1] /bin/acfsutil info fs /u01/app/11.2.0/db3 
ACFS Version: 11.2.0.1.0.0 
    flags:        MountPoint,Available 
    mount time:   Thu Sep  3 21:33:12 2009 
    volumes:      1 
    total size:   6442450944 
    total free:   1733464064 
    primary volume: /dev/asm/dataoh_db2-32 
        label:                  
        flags:                 Primary,Available,ADVM 
        on-disk version:       39.0 
        allocation unit:       4096 
        major, minor:          252, 178689 
        size:                  6442450944 
        free:                  1733464064 
        ADVM diskgroup         DATAOH 
        ADVM resize increment: 268435456 
        ADVM redundancy:       mirror 
        ADVM stripe columns:   4 
         ADVM stripe width:    131072 
    number of snapshots:  1 
    snapshot space usage: 129355776 
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To list all snapshots available in the cluster, execute the following query: 
 
SQL> SELECT SUBSTR(fs_name,1,34) FILESYSTEM, 
SUBSTR(snap_name,1,28) SNAPSHOT, CREATE_TIME TIME FROM 
V$ASM_ACFSSNAPSHOTS; 
 
FILESYSTEM                SNAPSHOT       TIME 
---------------------     ---------      --------- 
/u01/app/acfsdata/etldata etldata1_snap  26-SEP-09 
 
/u01/app/acfsdata/bfiles  bfiles_snap1   26-SEP-09 
 
/u01/app/11.2.0/db3       db3_snap       23-SEP-09 
 
Accessing the snapshot will always provide a point-in-time view of a file, thus ACFS snapshots can be very 
useful for file-based recovery or for filesystem backups.  If file level recovery is needed (for the base 
filesystem), it can be performed using standard file copy or replace commands.   
 
A possible use case scenario for snapshots can be to create a consistent recovery point set between the 
database ORACLE_HOME and the database.  This is useful, for example, when a recovery point needs to 
be established before applying a database patchset: 
 

1. Create an ORACLE_HOME snapshot  
# /sbin/acfsutil snap create prepatch_snap /u01/oracle/11.2.0/db3 

2. Create a Guaranteed Restore Point (GRP) in the database  
SQL>CREATE RESTORE POINT before_upgrade GUARANTEE FLASHBACK  

DATABASE; 

3. Apply the patchset 
4. If the patchset application fails 

a. Restore the database to the GRP 
b. Recover the filesystem leveraging the snapshot 

 

ACFS Management 

ASM-ACFS related background processes 

Several new ASM instance background processes were added in Oracle 11gR2 to support the ACFS 
infrastructure.  The following processes will be started upon the first use of an ADVM volume on the node: 

 

• VDBG - The Volume Driver Background process is very similar to the Umbilicus Foreground 
(UFG) process, which is used by the database to communicate with ASM.  The VDBG will 
forward ASM requests to the ADVM driver.  This communication occurs in the following cases: 

o Lock/unlock an extent during ASM rebalance operations (ASM disk offline, add/drop 
disk, force dismount disk group).   

o Volume management activities, such as volume resize.  
 

• VBGx – The Volume Background processes are a pool of worker processes used to manage 
requests from the ADVM driver and coordinate with the ASM instance. A typical case for this 
coordination is the opening/closing of an ADVM volume file; e.g.; when a filesystem mount or 
dismount request occurs.    

 

• VMBx – The VMB is used to implement an I/O barrier and I/O fencing mechanism.  This ensures 
that ASM instance recovery is not performed until all ADVM I/Os have completed.  In RAC 
mode, the VMBx creates the ACFS process when a volume is first created or enabled. 
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• ACFSx – The ACFS Background process co-ordinates cluster membership and group membership 
with the ASM instance.  The ACFS process communicates this information to the ACFS driver, 
which in turn communicates with both the OKS and ADVM drivers.  The ACFS process only 
handles volume related membership changes.  When a membership state/transition change is 
detected, an ioctl call is sent down to the kernel, which then begins the process of 
adding/removing a node from the cluster. 

 
The following figure shows the highlighted new background processes: 
 
[grid@node1]$ ps -ef|grep asm 
grid      4687     1  0  2008 ?        00:00:04 asm_pmon_+ASM1 
grid      4691     1  0  2008 ?        00:00:00 asm_vktm_+ASM1 
grid      4695     1  0  2008 ?        00:00:00 asm_diag_+ASM1 
grid      4697     1  0  2008 ?        00:00:00 asm_ping_+ASM1 
grid      4699     1  0  2008 ?        00:00:00 asm_psp0_+ASM1 
grid      4701     1  0  2008 ?        00:00:09 asm_dia0_+ASM1 
grid      4703     1  0  2008 ?        00:00:26 asm_lmon_+ASM1 
grid      4706     1  0  2008 ?        00:00:00 asm_lmd0_+ASM1 
grid      4708     1  0  2008 ?        00:00:00 asm_lms0_+ASM1 
grid      4715     1  0  2008 ?        00:00:00 asm_mman_+ASM1 
grid      4717     1  0  2008 ?        00:00:00 asm_dbw0_+ASM1 
grid      4719     1  0  2008 ?        00:00:00 asm_lgwr_+ASM1 
grid      4721     1  0  2008 ?        00:00:00 asm_ckpt_+ASM1 
grid      4723     1  0  2008 ?        00:00:00 asm_smon_+ASM1 
grid      4725     1  0  2008 ?        00:00:00 asm_rbal_+ASM1 
grid      4727     1  0  2008 ?        00:00:00 asm_gmon_+ASM1 
grid      4729     1  0  2008 ?        00:00:00 asm_mmon_+ASM1 
grid      4731     1  0  2008 ?        00:00:00 asm_mmnl_+ASM1 
grid      4736     1  0  2008 ?        00:00:00 asm_lck0_+ASM1 
grid     16636     1  0  2008 ?        00:00:00 asm_vbg0_+ASM1 
grid     16638     1  0  2008 ?        00:00:00 asm_acfs_+ASM1 
grid     17290     1  0  2008 ?        00:00:00 asm_vbg1_+ASM1 
grid     17292     1  0  2008 ?        00:00:00 asm_vbg2_+ASM1 
grid     17294     1  0  2008 ?        00:00:00 asm_vdbg_+ASM1 
grid     17296     1  0  2008 ?        00:00:00 asm_vmb0_+ASM1 

 

The following are ACFS kernel threads dedicated for the management of ACFS and ADVM 
volumes devices: 
 
[grid@node1 admin]$ ps -ef|egrep -i ‘acfs|oks’ 
root      6257     1  0 Oct01 ?        00:00:00 [acfsvol17]  
root      6259     1  0 Oct01 ?        00:00:00 [acfsds17]  
root      6260     1  0 Oct01 ?        00:00:00 [acfssnap17]  
root     11160     1  0 Oct01 ?        00:00:00 [acfsioerrlog]  
root     11945     1  0 Oct01 ?        00:00:00 [oks_wkq] 
grid     12396     1  0 Oct01 ?        00:00:00 [oks_rbld] 
grid     12399     1  0 Oct01 ?        00:00:00 [oks_conn] 
grid     24325     1  0 Oct01 ?        00:00:01 [oks_comm] 

 

The user mode processes, discussed above, are used to perform extent map services in support of the 
ADVM Driver. These user mode processes perform extent map services in support of the ADVM Driver. 
For example, ASM file extents map the ADVM volume file to logical blocks located on specific physical 
devices.  These ASM extent pointers are passed to the ADVM driver via the user space processes.  When 
the driver receives I/O requests on the ADVM volume device, the driver redirects the I/O to the supporting 
physical devices as mapped by the target ADVM volume file's extents.   Because of this mapping, user IO 
requests issued against ACFS filesystems are sent directly to the block device; i.e., ASM is not in the IO 
path.   
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ACFS – ADVM Drivers 

The installation of the Grid Infrastructure (GI) stack will also install the ACFS, ADVM drivers and 
utilities.  There are three drivers to support ACFS and ADVM.  These drivers are dynamically loaded (in 
top-down order) by the OHASD process during Oracle Clusterware startup.    
 

• oracleoks.ko - This is the kernel services driver, providing memory management, lock and cluster 
synchronization primitives.   

 

• oracleadvm.ko –.  The ADVM driver maps IO requests against an ADVM Volume Device to 

blocks in a corresponding on-disk ASM file location.  This ADVM driver provides volume 
management driver capabilities that directly interface with the filesystem. 

 

• oracleacfs.ko  - This is the ACFS driver, which supports all ACFS filesystem file operations. 
 
During install, kernel modules are placed in /lib/modules/2.6.18-8.el5/extra/usm.  These loaded drivers can 
be seen (on Linux) via lsmod command: 
 

# /sbin/lsmod |grep oracle 
Module                  Size  Used by 
oracleacfs            781476  5  
oracleadvm            212736  9  

      oracleoks             224864  2 oracleacfs,oracleadvm 
 
 
Starting with RHEL5, Redhat now supports a 'white list' of kernel APIs, which are defined to not change in 
the event of OS kernel updates or patches. The ACFS kernel APIs were added to this 'white list'. Thus, OS 
kernel updates or patches can be applied with no impact to the ACFS drivers.  Once the updated server is 
rebooted, the drivers will be reloaded and symlink-ed, via /sbin/weak-modules script, into the correct 
directory location for the newly updated OS kernel.  
 
 

Integration with Oracle Clusterware 

When a CRS Managed ACFS filesystem is created, Oracle Clusterware will manage the resources for 
ACFS.  In Oracle Clusterware 11g Release 2, the Oracle High Availability Service Daemon (OHASD) 
component replaces the Unix/Linux init daemon functionality to startup and initialize the clusterware 
framework.  OHASD’s main functions are: 

• Start/restart/stop the Clusterware infrastructure processes  

• Verify the existence of critical resources 

• Load the three ACFS drivers (listed above) 
 
The correct ordering of the startup and shutdown of critical resources is also maintained and managed by 
OHASD; e.g., OHASD will ensure that ASM starts after ACFS drivers are loaded. 

 

ACFS – Clusterware Resource 

 
Once the Oracle database software is installed in the CRS Managed ACFS filesystem and the database is 
created in ASM, Oracle Clusterware will implicitly create the resources dependencies between the 
database, CRS Managed ACFS filesystem and the ASM disk group.  These dependencies are shown via the 
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start/stop actions for a database using the crsctl stat res <database resource name> -p command (the 
output has been condensed to focus on the start/stop dependencies items): 
 
[grid@node1]$ crsctl stat res ora.yoda.db -p  
NAME=ora.yoda.db 
TYPE=ora.database.type 
ACL=owner:grid:rwx,pgrp:oinstall:rwx,other::r-- 
AGENT_FILENAME=%CRS_HOME%/bin/oraagent%CRS_EXE_SUFFIX% 
CLUSTER_DATABASE=true 
DB_UNIQUE_NAME=yoda 
DEFAULT_TEMPLATE=PROPERTY(RESOURCE_CLASS=database) PROPERTY(DB_UNIQUE_NAME= 
CONCAT(PARSE(%NAME%, ., 2), %USR_ORA_DOMAIN%, .)) ELEMENT(INSTANCE_NAME= 
%GEN_USR_ORA_INST_NAME%) 
DEGREE=1 
DESCRIPTION=Oracle Database resource 
SERVER_POOLS=ora.yoda 
SPFILE=+CRSDATA/yoda/spfileyoda.ora 
START_DEPENDENCIES=hard(ora.CRSDATA.dg,ora.crsdata.crsdata_db1.acfs) 
weak(type:ora.listener.type,global:type:ora.scan_listener.type,uniform:ora.ons,unifo
rm:ora.eons) pullup(ora.CRSDATA.dg) 
START_TIMEOUT=600 
STOP_DEPENDENCIES=hard(intermediate:ora.asm,shutdown:ora.CRSDATA.dg,intermediate:ora
.crsdata.crsdata_db1.acfs) 
STOP_TIMEOUT=600 
 

The start action for an Oracle ACFS individual file system resource is to mount the file system. This 
individual file system resource action includes confirming that the ACFS drivers are loaded, the required 
disk group is mounted, the volume is enabled, and creating the mount point if necessary. If the file system 

is successfully mounted, then the state of the resource is set to online; otherwise, it is set to offline. 

 

ACFS Startup Sequence 

 

When the OS boots up and Oracle Clusterware is started, the following clusterware operations are 
performed: 
 

• OHASD will load the ACFS drivers and start ASM.   
 

• As part of the ASM instance startup, all the appropriate disk groups, as listed in the ASM 
asm_diskgroup parameter, will also be mounted.  AS part of the disk group mount, all the 
appropriate ASM Dynamic volumes are enabled.  

 

• The CRS agent will startup and mount the CRS Managed ACFS filesystems 
 

• The appropriate CRS agents will start their respective resources.  For example, the oraagent will 
startup the database.  Note just before this step, all the resources necessary for the database to start 
are enabled; e.g., ASM instance, disk group, volume, and CRS Managed ACFS filesystems. 

 

• The ACFS Mount Registry agent will mount any ACFS filesystems that are listed in the ACFS 
Mount Registry.   

 

ACFS Shutdown Sequence 

 
Shutdown includes stopping of Oracle Grid Infrastructure stack, via crsctl stop cluster or node shutdown.  
This following describes how this shutdown impacts the ACFS stack. 
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• As part of the infrastructure shutdown of CRS, the Oracle Clusterware orarootagent will perform 
un-mounts for filesystems contained on ADVM volume devices. If any filesystems could not be 
un-mounted because they are in use (open file references), then an internal grace period is set for 
the processes with the open file references.  At the end of the grace period, if these processes have 
not exited, they are terminated and the filesystems are un-mounted, resulting in closing of the 
associated Dynamic Volumes. 
 

• The ASM Dynamic volumes are then disabled; ASM and its related resources are stopped.   
 

All ACFS and ADVM logs for startup/shutdown and errors will be logged in the following places: 
Oracle Clusterware home; e.g.: $ORACLE_HOME/log/<hostname>/alert.log, ASM alert.log or 
$ORACLE_HOME/log/<hostname>/agent/ohasd/rootagent. 

ACFS and ADVM recovery 

When there is a component or node failure, a recovery of the component and its underlying-dependent 
resource is necessary. For example, if an ACFS filesystem is forcibly dismounted because of a node failure, 
then recovery is necessary for ASM, the ASM Dynamic volume, as well as ACFS.  This recovery process 
is implicitly performed as part of the component restart process.  For example, if an ASM instance crashes 
due to node failure, then upon restart, ASM will do instance recovery or in the case of RAC, a surviving 
instance will perform recovery on the failed instance’s behalf.  The ASM Dynamic volume is implicitly 
recovered as part of ASM recovery and ACFS will be recovered using the ACFS Metadata Transaction 
Log. 
 
If ASM Dynamic volumes are created in ASM redundancy disk groups (normal or high), then dirty region 
logging (DRL) is enabled via an ASM DRL volume file.    
 
The ADVM driver will ensure ASM Dynamic volume mirror consistency and for the recovery of only the 
dirty regions in cases of node and ASM instance failures.  This is accomplished using DRL.  DRL is an 
industry-common optimization for mirror consistency and the recovery of mirrored extents. DRL requires 
write ahead logging for its mirrored writes.  
 
The ADVM driver also supports cluster I/O fencing schemes to maintain cluster integrity and a consistent 
view of cluster membership. Furthermore, ASM Dynamic volume mirror recovery operations are 
coordinated cluster wide such that the death of a cluster node or ASM instance does not result in mirror 
inconsistency or any other form of data corruption.  If Oracle ACFS detects inconsistent file metadata 
returned from a read operation, based on checksum, Oracle ACFS takes the appropriate action to isolate the 
affected file system components and generate a notification that acfschkdsk should be run as soon as 
possible. 
 

Roles and Responsibilities 

Oracle Clusterware 11g Release 2 offers a comprehensive clustering and storage solution.  Because some 
components of the Grid Infrastructure stack runs as root, Oracle highly recommends that persons with 
sufficient privileges manage the Grid Infrastructure stack, such as a Systems Administrator with root 
privileges.  Oracle Corporation takes great pride in enforcing the highest security standards in its products 
and ensures that only minimal and required components execute in privileged mode.   
 
Clustering, filesystem and storage volume management tasks are generally handled by Systems 
Administrators. Therefore, having Systems Administrators own the Grid Infrastructure stack will greatly 
simplify the installation, configuration, and management of the Oracle Clusterware environments. 
Furthermore, there have been significant manageability changes in the Grid Infrastructure stack that cater 
to Systems Administrators, such as rich command-line features in ASMCMD and a compact GUI tool 
(ASMCA), allowing the Systems Administrator to manage and configure all ASM components.   
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If the root user will be used to implement and manage the Grid Infrastructure stack, then ensure that the 
root user has the appropriate Unix/Linux GID added to the user’s groupid list.  Also ensure that the root 
user has ASMDBA privilege.  For example, if the Grid Infrastructure stack was installed using grid:oinstall 
and ASMDBA privilege is set oinstall, then the oinstall groupid needs to include the root user. The 
following script can be used to append the oinstall group to the root user groups.   
 

id -a root|cut -d"=" -f4|tr -d '[0-9]()' > /tmp/root-gids 
 
##Use the groups from the /tmp/root-gids output as input for the 
##following usermod command 
 
usermod -G root,bin,daemon,sys,adm,disk,wheel,oinstall,dba root 

 

The root user will need to execute a newgrp oinstall to set the groupid, before any ASM tasks are 

performed.  Once the logistical setup and enablement is performed for the root user.  The next step is 
understanding the effort to deploy the Grid Infrastructure stack.  A typical deployment and work flow is 
illustrated below: 
 

• Systems Administrator installs the Oracle Clusterware software using Oracle Universal Installer 
(OUI).  The OUI will also provide the capability to configure the Clusterware files (OCR & Vote) 
in an ASM disk group.  Note that the installation of Oracle Clusterware is not (should not be) 
installed using the root user.  Oracle recommends that the Grid Infrastructure stack be installed 
using the grid user, with a primary group as oinstall 

 

• Systems Administrator via ASMCMD or ASMCA (recommended), create additional disk groups 
needed for each purpose (Flash Recovery Area, database binaries, database external data, etc) 

 

• Create an ASM Dynamic volume 
 

• Create a ACFS filesystem 
 

Although the creation of ASM disk groups, volumes, or filesystems does not require root access, 
mounting the filesystem will require root access. 
 
Once the ACFS filesystems and disk groups are created, the DBA can use these disk groups for the 
appropriate purposes; e.g., install Oracle database software in the ACFS filesystem, create databases in 
ASM and/or populate peripheral database objects in appropriate ACFS filesystems.  The DBA should 
install database software using a username different than grid; e.g., oracle with primary group as 
oinstall. 
 

Limits and Caveats 

• ACFS initially supports the following: 
o ACFS provides large file support via 64bit file and filesystem structures, with file sizes 

up to exabyte (on 64bit systems)  
o 63 snapshots 
o Up to 64 mounts on 32 bit systems, and 256 mounts on 64 bit systems 
o Do not use ACFS to store database files 

 

• ADVM volume devices 
o Do not use ADVM volume devices for bootstrap or root filesystem 
o Although ASMLIB can be used against the underlying ASM disks, do not use ADVM 

volume devices as ASMLIB disks. 
o Do not use raw(8) to map ADVM volume devices to raw devices 
o Do not partition (fdisk) ADVM volume devices 
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Conclusion 

The ASM Cluster File System,(ACFS), extends Automatic Storage Management (ASM) by providing a 
robust, modern general purpose extent-based and journaling filesystem for files beyond the Oracle database 
files and thus becomes a complete storage management solution.  ACFS provides support for files such as 
Oracle binaries, report files, trace files, alert logs and other application data files.  ACFS scales from small 
files to very large files (exabytes) and supports large numbers of nodes in a cluster.   
 
In Oracle Grid Infrastructure 11g Release 2, ASM simplifies, automates and reduces cost and overhead by 
providing a unified and integrated solution stack for all your file management needs eliminating the need 
for 3rd party volume managers, file systems and clusterware platforms. 
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